Mission Statement

The Faculty of Textile and Clothing Technology is an integral part of the Niederrhein University of Applied Sciences and identifies itself with the entire guiding principles of the university.

Within its subject specific characteristic it considers itself as leading institution for the education of engineers in the textile and clothing technology as well as a competence centre for the total textile oriented industry in all areas of the textile chain – from raw materials to trade. In order to strengthen this status in Germany and to expand it internationally, a practical education as well as application-oriented research are practiced to the same extend. Hereby, the most important aim is to educate the students in a way that they will become technically qualified and socially responsible specialists and managers. The quality of scientific and artistic work in the education and research is to be continuously developed further on and shall set national as well as international standards.

The profile of the Faculty is oriented towards the resulting needs of the strong global integration of the industrial branch. The Faculty adapts its teaching and performance offer to these requirements.

A special interest of the Faculty is drawn to the strengthening of the textile and clothing industry particularly the one represented by regional enterprises which are supported through tailored advanced trainings and suitable services. These range from joint research and development projects via consulting to laboratory services.

The extraordinary status of the Faculty in Germany accounts for versatile co-operations with national and international partners from universities, research institutes and from the industry.